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UPPERCLASSMEN
SIGN UP TOMORROW
FOR "Y" COMMITTEES

AVOID BREAKING
LIBRARY REGULATIONS
SEE EDITORIAL, PAOI I
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VOLUME XXIII

Portsmouth Junior Dramatist Compares Chinese,
Elected President Virginian Codes In Interview
By KATIIRYN HUTCIIINSON
Of College
(llioir
>.
"There's nothing like getting Honolulu and raised among all
Maddux, Messkk,
Prosise Chosen
Anne Blair. junior from Portsmouth, was elected president of
the College Choir Tuesday night
to succeed Lucy Messick.
Put Maddox. Junior from Roanoke, was elected vice-president.
nnonciwllnt Anne Blair. and Julia
Messick. sophomore from Front

ANNE BLAIR
Royal, was elected treasurer, succeeding Caroline Beard Jean Prouinior from Wilson, was reelci ted secretary.
The College Choir sponsored the
Christmas concert on the campus
with Miss Florence Manning as
liii'st mlolBt and Brahm's Requiem
on April 16 with Dr. T. Tertius
Noble conducting. The oratorio
was sung by members of the College Choir and Duke University
Glee Ciub with Miss Helen Wood
and Robert Nicholson as guest
soloist. The Washington Symphony Orchestra was also present for
tins occasion.
Other choir officers and the officers for the other music organizations will be elected later.

married, but be sure it's to the
right man." Miss Li Ling Ai. the
petite lecturer of last Friday night
gave us this piece of advice as we
Started our interview.
"And." she continued with a
sparkle in her dark eyes. ' Doni
marry just for a meal ticket. You
might be surprised to find you've
gotten a liability. Marriage hai
to be a fifty-fifty affair with the
woman contributing her partnot only homemaking, but also
outside support. And that workbe th ways—husband should be a
help around the house, too."
We just managed to keap up
With this vivacious representative
of our great ally. China, lone
inough to ask what she thought
„f equal rights for women.
Of course there should be equal
rights for women. Being born in

kinds of people, I have come to
realize that it is not sex. race, nor
age that < ount in how one should
judge a person, but pure quality
of achievement."
We watched the green jade earrings bob up and down expressively as she shook her hen.l accentuating a point. But then In .1
Horatio Algcrish mood we said:
"To what do you attribute your
success. Miss Li?"
"My, what a question. It's simpiy a matter of carrying out your
convictions. I have very strong
ones and cling to them. You must
discipline yourself. I have been
vt iy free in that I have been allowed to let my convictions discipline oie, so I got the natural result. That is real freedom. dOOU
what you wish, but controlled bv
Continued on Page 4

YEA Conference
Meets April 29-30

35 Students Pledge
Campus Sororities

Meeting on the campus of S. T.
C. on April 29 and 30 will be the
Spring Conferences of the Virginia Education Association. The
theme of the convention will be
"Planning for Post-War Teacher
Education in Virginia."
Officers of the Association are
Dr. M'Ledge Moffett. S. T. ft,
Radford. president; Harry Sanders. V. P. I. Blacksburg, vice-president; Miss Jonnie Gore, S. T .C,
Radford. secretary; and Mis:; Alice
Carter. S. T. C. Farmville. treasurer.
Speakers at the meeting will be
Dr. Kenneth L. Heaton. Chief
Training Offlter
Protective
Branch; Dr. Dabney S. Lancaster,
State Superintendent of Education: Mr. Francis Chase; Miss
Ethel Spilman; Mr. Harry Sanders. Dr. Edward Alvey, Jr.; Dr. O.
W. Wake; and Mr. W. E. Gilbert.
Oroup leaders for discus-ions
will be Mr. Boyd Graves. Dr. Ingar Helseth. and Mr. W. J. Gifford.

Thirty-five girls pledged the
eight sororities on the campus as
a result of spring rushing which
ended last night. Pledging Sigma
Sigma Sigma are Judy Connelly,
Betsy Dillard. Kjtty Parham,
Martha Wells, and, Connie Young.
The new pledges of Alpha Sigma
Alpha are May D< rieux, Mary Elizabeth Harvey
Betty Parnsh.
Nancy Parrish. Yidilla Waller and
Margaret Wilson.
Alpha Sigme. Tau pledged Anna
Headlee. Ruth Row! and Kitty
Wright:
Gamma Theta, Jane
Page: Mu Omega. Lois Boone and
Grace Loya Gene Tucker. Ann
Mapp, Kitty Saunders and Betty
Jane Austin pledged Pi Kappa
Sigma.
The following pledged Theta
Sigma Upsilon, Rosa Lee Bell.
Mary Franklin Woodward. Margaret Stewart. Beverly Boone,
Reba Conner. Martha Watkins.
Marion Lotts, Jean Anderson.
Margaret Smith. Mabel Waddell.
Nancy Adams and Charlotte West.
Doris Jones and Virginia Treakle
pledged Phi Zeta Sigma.

Mail Time Af S.T.C. Brings
Many Surprises in Boxes, Letters
By BETTY DEI EL DOCK
"Hi. hon ... is the mail up yet?"
. . . traditional early morning
'greeting • . and Its follow up . . .
"Well, mine was!" are part of the
daily set-up at S. T. ft, and the
briskness with which they fly at
•acb other are typically true of the
average American school girl. And
so to tlie P. O. . . . and the new
query. ' Whatta ya hear from the
mob?'
What DO you hear from the
mob? Did you ever take a good
lOBt look at the variety of mail
that comes and goes In our tiny
little post office on First Floor
Gym? Look again, sister, you may
get the surprise of a lifetime!
Ordinarily, full boxes may be
expected to contain a letter from
home. That is if you have the communicative type of family which
(he writer is not blessed with.
News of the ol" home town, the
kuls back there, and what's up
With who as far as the relations
are cocnerned. Everyday news of
the family pets and the family
srraps, and the ever-present
promises of "a cake or something"
before too very long. And then
there's the faithful scrawl of the
Man In your Life . . . gaily welcomed regardless of length or brevity. Telling you the "old Melody ".
ever new as you read it with your
i yes and your heart. '
Uncle Sam's boys love to have
you boost their morale, but the
trick works bot hways, and many
a grin Is afforded us by the fanciful phrases behind that fatal
Free". V-Mail, too, brings new
wonder to our minds . . . mostly

wonder of whether he has finally
broken over the traces and at last
sketched the threatened sketch of
the long-suffering Censor, to see
u* he'll photograph well!"
And speaking of Censors . . .
don't you wish you had the power
to look inside of every envelope
and every package that graces a
box at S. T. C? Can't you imagine the romance behind it all?
The plans that are made on paper . . . the plans that are broken
. . . the news that comes . . . news
of births and deaths and marriages. A letter that in one paragraph can describe a scene of
bloody horror o nthe battle front,
and in the next, the bea uty and
splendor . . . .and loneliness* . . .
or a sunset overseas. A letter from
a boy you used to go to the kindergarten with and who is now beginning schooling again in "primary flight instruction." A hurried note from the sailor you met
at your last U. S. O. dance at
home . . . "An on shore for half
an hour . . . wish you were here
to join me In a hamburger" . . .
or a pert note from the local navy
at H.-S. C. . . . "May I come in
this week-end if the C. O. doesn't
find out I'm the guy who threw
the light switch in Cushing?" It's
the variety that gets us.
Packages are another matter
entirely, but none the less interesting. Everything from laundry
to eats. Huge, unmanageable
boxes of food for the hall, or more
compact, ready-prepared trim delicacies for more private consumpContinued on Page 3

Women's Education
Changes Advocated
Professional and vocational college courses may continue at their
accelerated pace after the war. but
the "liberal" type of education.
stressing academic curriculum,
probably will revert to its slower
pace, in opinion of Dr. Lynn
White. Jr.. new president of Mills
College.
Through conferences with other
college heads. Dr. White currently
is attempting to ascertain what is
likely to happen to women's education in the years after the v.ur
"It is certain there will be
changes," he said. "But although
many more women may be goli'l
into the professions, it seems certain an increasing number will lie
demanding the fundamental academic education on which to build.
There will be room for all types
of colleges, large and small, coeducational and segregated
ACP.

Singers To Appear
Before Music Clubs
Miss Constance Wardle. director
of the choral group at Hollins and
professor of voice, has Invited the
Madrigal Singers to appear before
the music clubs of Virginia
in
C'liarlottesville. May 22.
Members of the group making
the trip will be Carolyn Beard.
Anne Blair, Dorothy Cummlngs.
Pat Maddox, director; Lucy Messick, Jean Prosise, Jo Shaflner.
Either Shevick, and Jerry Titmus
Also, the Madrigal Oroup has
been invited to give a service of
song at Buckingham. Clrginia, on
May 7.
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State Senator Neff* To Speak
At Commencement Exercises
Holt Will Deliver
Baccalaureate Talk

Harvey Appointed
Business Manager
Of 1945 Virginian
Staff Members
Named by Editor
Mary Elizabeth Harvey, junior
from Roseland. will be the new
I ditor-in-chief of the Vrginian
Marilyn Bell, newly appointed
. ditor in chief of the Virginian
for the next year, announced this
week. Mary Elizabeth is a member
of Beorc Eh Thorn and is active
in many other college activities.
On the new business staff will
be Shirley Cruser, sorjhomore from
Norfolk. Lillian Elliott, sophomore
from Farmville. and Margaret
El'ett. freshman from Jennings
Ordinary.
Typists will be Carol Diggs. junior from Farmville and Sue McfJorkle. freshman from Lexington.
Working on the literary staff,
and doing general work on the annual will be Betsy Fox. junior from
Danville: Kitty Maddox, sophomore from Lynchburg: Pat McLear, freshman from Richmond:
Sara Moling, junior
from
Winchester. Barbara Montgomery,
freshman from Alberta; Dorothy
Overcash. sophomore from Hampden-Sydney, Ann Shufflebarger,
freshman from Portsmouth. Elsie
Thompson, junior from Boydton.
,<»»YJ Ophelia Whittle, junior from
Petersburg.
Plans for the 1945 annual are
already under way.

Former Professor
Stationed at Peary
Mr. Norman O. Myers, who, for
the past several years has taugit
in the Business Education Department here at Farmville, and left
for the Navy tnis month, is now
stationed at Camp Peary Williamsburg. Virginia, and has been
given the title of head yeoman.
He is engaged in setting a file
system to accommodate IOO.OOO
men. His work also includes the
daily mustering and personnel
distribution, leave cancellations
and extensions of liberties
Mr. Myers will have approximately six yeomen under bin
when the office Is organized

REV. I>. I). HOLT

AKG Makes Pedigo
Honorary Member
RC Worker Allowed
To Wear Pin Always
Miss Phyllis Payne Pedigo. of
the American Red Cross, was
made an honorary member of the
Joan Circle of Alpha Kappa Gamma while she was on campus last
week to serve as mistress of ceremonies at the fourth annual quiz,
between Hampden-Sydney College
and S. T. C. The announcement
was made by Hannah Lee Crawford, president, during the intermission of the program last Wednesday night.
Honorary members of Alpha
Kappa Gamma are elected on the
basis of service and contributions
to leadership in womanly service.
Other honorary members of the
Joan Circle include Dr. J. L. Jarman. Miss Mary White Cox. Mi
Ellen Glasgow, and Mr. and Mrs
Archer Huntington.
Miss Pedigo, an alumna of S. T.
C was field director of the Red
Cross in Northern Australia for 16
months and was returned to this
country only after having been
wounded in line of duty. She spoke
at Farmville on Founders Day in
March, and at present is on tour
for the American Red (
After receiving her bid to the
:ial honorary society for leadership in womanly service, Miss
Continued on Pane I

Practice For "Cinco de MaVo"
Here
4
Provides Work, Fun, Headaches
By BETTY BIBB
May Day? What's that? It usually means music, dancing, fe
ity. fun and a thousand other little pleasures. I really have tU
idea what May Day is, so I'm ^oing to use the common definition
of this day in May. and not tax
my teeming clockworks by going
into how it originates, developed,
expanded, etc I definitely am <Ming to dwell on how this particular "Ctnco de Mayo", 1944. originated, grew land is still growing'
into the best production yet.
The idea was brewing several
years ago, when everything wee
going "Spanish" and the Oood
Neighbor Policy was being advocated far and wide. Last summer
Mi.SS "K" did the nccessarv M
search work ' which, I assure you
innocent people, was a taski and
plans shaped up for "Clnco de
Mayo." Now is where "We, the
Students" come in.
The Spanish students were
drafted for the vocal background
This meant either giving up an
hour studying or a food or bridge
party to practice. Which was giv-

en up? You guess .... Anyway.

the favorite

IOOI

rlnn out, even

in Shannon'l It s something about
a cockroach, so instead of some
American live now, II - ' Li Cueu
racna.' How 'bom thai J
Of course, the "Court" must In'
nigh i" ti i ■ tor the i '■' thai
scrutinize the final product don't
a Miss. A in
Jr, an
awkward cainai:c or a girl out of
step furnish |OMip material for

Blacking tongui

i

and night

they step out in thi
they
can present a lovely picture for
the expei I ;i 111 crowd.
The gtraln b
I i ou: iai i ■ rartale' Where's
that end girl'' I
ner? Well, go gel her right now!"
Naturally, when the girl in question as a "las tints before he
date, who a uld be o heartless as to break it up? So everybody looks eve:
but nobody
can find her lie dance goes on,
without the cabOOOS eii'l. with the
straggling line swinging toward
the middle of the gym. "1-2-3-4
Continued on Pave 4

The Honorable William N. Neff.
of Abingdon. will deliver the address el the Both Commencement
exercises on Tuesday. June 6. T. A.
McCoikle. chairman of the program announced this week. .
The baccalaureate sermon on
Sunday. June 4. will be delivered
by Rev. D. D. Holt, of LyncliD'im
Dr. Holt has been n speaker on
this campus at various times and
is pastor of the Centenary Methodist Church in Lynchburg.
Mr. NerT is a member of the
State Board of Education and is
stai, Senate] from the 15th Virginia Senatorial district. He attended Emory and Henry University and the I diversity of Virginia, and at present la a director
of the Washington County National Bank and General Manager
nl Vance Company, inc. Before
becoming Senator u 1343. Mr.
Neff served in the c lenerej Assembly in the House < f Delegates
from 1932 till 1943.
As announced last week. Frances
Lee Hawthorne, second honor
graduate in the Class of 1944, will
present the salutatory address at
the commencement exercises. The
valedictory will be delivered by
Mary Moore MoCorkle, first henoi graduate.
Other details of the commencement program, which includes
Class Day exercises, the Senior
Prom, and the traditional Lantern
Parade, will be aimoinced later.

(ireen, Price, Stokes
Head Church Groups
Alice Green. Farmville, was elected president of the Canterbury
Club to succeed Mary Rucker.
Filling the position of vice-ift
dent will be Betty Cock from
Hampton, iiirioiortiiia, Mary Lou
Dondley.
Acting as secretary for the nt.V
year will be Anne Taylor from
Hague, who will succeed Mary
Bterrett, Mary Sterrett of Raphme will succeed Marie Own m
the position of treasurer.
Virginia Lee Price, of Farmville,
has been elected pre idem „f the
Wesley Foundation for the coming
year and Dorothy Cummings of
C'liarlottesville will serve as vice •
dent,
Elected secretary was Betty
Blackwell, Roanoke
treasurer;
betti least, l^mnhaven; worship chaiiman; Anne Hamlin of
Sin iv. loelej chairman. Lorraine
Raiford, Ivor; world friendship,
Betty Adams, of Richmond; chairman of community service. Ann
Buck of Farmville; and ohelTDI n
of membei hip, Louise Harrell of
Suffolk.
Succeeding Loll Aiplun in the
position ot the Westminster Feii
; file's group of
tin pre byterinn Church, is Agnes
stokes of Kenbrldge Serving as
-, lot pre lid in to im cot 6 D
11 be Sara Molin
Winch* itei
Sara Lee Baal of South Bt
will ai I
I clary to succeeed
Sarah Byrd Williams
M
Hewlett of Itichnioiid will se
the position of treasurer, a new
Continued on Page 3

Boss Recently Made
President A. C. K.
.inn of Childhood
Education elected offi
week with Ainu is
seivm
in and RJI
Joyner of Zunl, as
ktont,
Ann Jones Of Berryrflis will eel as secretary; AIlyn Phillip
I kerviiie, treesend Aim Shea of south mil
as chaii man of the ways
meai
tee
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BITS O'

"walk off" almost as soon as they are put
on the shelves, that the best article for geography papers are hogged by s„tome stuSpring la In the air. Ye», In spite of the dents In their rooms, that encyclopedia sets
Blldden changea to cold every now and then, and bound magazines are incomplete, beAt last, the time has come when
in spile Of the winter-like rains, spring has cause some student has taken a volume.
we can look back and smile < ?)
All the books and other material in the on it all—Goat week is part of
definitely arrived.
the dreary past. However, we
And with spring comes the usual spring library is open at all times to the"students. can't let it go down as history
fever. A sort of lethargy has crept over Only in this way can the maximum use be without mentioning a few highall Of US, caused partly by the coming of made of the materials by the students. lights. First of all, may we extend
to Beverley Peebles our deepest
spring and partly by our own weariness. Stacks could be closed, and certainly this sympathy and regrets for having
However, despite these seemingly jus- would eliminate some of the "mysterious to have teeth pulled during goatcourt session. There is room for
tifiable reason-, we can't alford to let up disappearances", but this should not be ne- argument as to which would be
for one minute. We can't afford to waste cessary. The Library Staff does not at any the more severe punishment.
We give Aggie credit for trying
any of the precious time allotted us to pre- time wish to limit the use of the library in
anyway!
pare ourselves for the aftermath of war. any way, and the only limits are those imThe latest report goes that girls
And our preparation lies in making the posed by ourselves when we tole'ate the re- are signing up with Sue Hundley
moval of reference and magazine material for flying lessons and lessons In
most of our college days.
crash landings!!!
by our classmates.
And making the most of our college
Marion "Moitle" Orange also is
Girls, the next time you feel tempted to signing up girls for her persondays means more than religiously going to
ally instructed course in "perz and
classes though that is an important part. ake that new magazine back to your room,
poisonality".
sop
a
minute
and
think
of
the
other
eight
ll means taking advantage of every single
A HUle bit of everything was
possible opportunity in classes and in extra hundred girls in school. There may be sev- presented to the school in the
curricular activities to broaden our exper- eral more who want to finish that serial manner of a "goat gift". In fact,
everything from electric light
ience and our minds that we may he ready too, and remember how furious you were bulbs to rat traps!
IN A SCRAP KEY DRIVE
UNIV. OF TEXAS COLLECTED
when the times comes for us to take a larg- when a third instaljment was missing. The
Probably Mar Kent Steven's Imnext time you start out of the library with itation of a post mistress brought
MORE THAN 8S0O KEYS /
er part in the shaping of our world.
GIANT 5TUDJE5 LAW
a wonderful article for your geography the most laughs!
CLIFFORD
THOMPSON, e FEET 7 INCHES
Hap
YOUR
PALS
No, we can't afford, in the face of things
Laughing Minetree's sides still
or philosophy paper, stop a minute to think
TALL. STUDIES LAW AT MARQUETTE
OVER THERE /
Jiurt
so
she
complains!
Excess
to let ui> 1°'* ii single minute, any more than of the rest of your class. And remember
UNIVERSITY IN NULAIAUKEE NOTE HOW
laughter!
than our Imys overseas can afford to let up
HE TOWERS OVER HIS CLASS/VWTE '
Preceding the rare goat week
the mediocre material you had to be satisin their efforts to win the war for some
came
the
big
dance—Cotillion.
lied with last time papers were due because
petty personal reason. We can't afford to someone just like you had taken the best May we extend congrets to the
Mu members — Shlrlo Pierce.
lei up. because on the basis of our preparaMep, and E. Banks.
material before you got there.
tion now will develop the post war world,
Definitely slated as about the
loveliest girl on the floor was:
our world, the world of tomorrow.
Mildred Corvin.
Beanie and T. A. seen at the
dance—seems to be becoming
Ten years ago, this coming family was very fond of "Jerry ",
pretty regular these days—these July, a little bakery was establish- and after caring for somethim; for
two.
ed on Third Street. Ever since 10 years, who wouldn't be? They
As for Tynes—we give up! That then S. T. C'ers have been feeding say "Jerry" was very Intelligent,
Again and again the problem has cropman and his variety!! Unpredic- on the "honey and
nectar of so perhaps he'll get wise to tintable!
ped up, and almost as often it has been
Foley's Home Bakery". It's a de- good home he's missing and will
A new twosome: Jane Smith lightful little shop filled with de- come back.
mentioned in these columns. And still the
and "Bobby Dick".
lightful things to eat. There's no
Another member of the ft.niily
students refuse to abide by the few regulaWhat we want to know is: What glamour, no shiny fltxtures, and who has "left the nest" is James
tions of the College Library.
was Jeanne Richardson's date's no glaring signs, for their reputa- Edward Foley, in the Navy at Lake
By Rernice Copenhaver
tion serves as their best advertise- City, Florida. We know he wont
real name?
It certainly isn't unreasonable that Refforget to return!
Helen Wilson's orders to Broth- ment.
erence material and magazines should reThere is every indication on the Euro- er Dick not to jitterbug certainForgetting ca.rt for a while, let's
The staff consists of Mr. Foley,
main in the Library and be accessible to all pean battlefronts that the invasion day is ly did put girls up in arms! Why, Mrs. Foley. Bobby Foley and Ted- see how those delicious nutflM
dy" Foley. Might I explain that "go to be that way." The workstudents at all times. And it certainly is not far off. Already there has been a week Helen. WHY?
"Teddy" is a great big cat . . And room of Foley's bakery Is a cross
Who
should
we
thank
for
makunreasonable that new issues of magazines of record-breaking Allied aeriai offensive
ing it possible for the Death Val- she's Just celebrated with quintup- between a small city baker} and
against German anti-invasion communica- ley Sailors to make it to the dance let kittens: three gray, one yel- an extra large kitchen. Three
low and one maltese. These cut small electric bulbs Illuminate the
tions and coastal defenses. All types of both Saturday nite?
Pagle Cook Journeyed to Duke little creatures are as yet unnam- room. A pungent Inviting odor
English and Italian based planes have been this week end in search of fur- ed, so any suggestions will be ap- that fairly makes you drool perEstablished November 26. 1920
used in the attack, and the Germans have ther fun with the choir lad. Even preciated. Mrs. Foley has a regu- meates the atmosphere.
First, there Is a huge mixing
Published each Wednesday .evening of the college not let them go unchallenged. The number if she spent the best part of the lar cat vistlor, too. He's a big black
year, except during holidays and examlnaUon per- of Allied loses is not known however. Al- time travelling, she says, "it was| Persian that never crys or meows bowl with a gadget resembling a
She says he makes his rounds rug-beater attached to make the
worth it."
iods, by the students of State Teachers College.
though the offensive has been announced to
Farmvllle. Virginia.
Never let it be said that Nell there, as at Shannon's, Southsldc. <ak batter light and frothy. A
have been a success, it is not yet completed. Richard's brother doesn't like the Ever notice him?
scythe-like apparatus mixes up
Office: Student Building
Phone 533. Box 188
In fact, Foley's have quite a cat bread doughs. Then you turn to
fairer sex in numbers! He only
These
bombings
will
doubtless
make
the
Printers: The Farmvllle Herald
took six out to dinner with him! history, for they had another odd see an enlargement of your
Allied conquest easier but will not lighten
Winnie Pox received her Easter feline. "Jerry," who was ten years mother's bread board where they
Represented for national advertising by NaUonal
old. When Mi. Foley left to go to
Advertising Service, Inc. college publishers repre- the task of invasion to any great extent. flowers a bit late, but three love- the Veterans Hospital for an op- cut out doughnuts. These are put
• * • •
In a "proof box", where they rise.
ly orchids arrived—see the way
sentative. 420 Madison ATS.. New York. N. Y.
from the South Pacific. "Say it eration, Jerry left too. his was on Teh food is cooked in a woodThe silence from the Russian front is with flowers". (Often they do. January i, 1943, and to date he flred ovtn, with fcur compartMember Virginia Intercollegiate Preat Association
hasn't been seen any more The
another indication that the invasion day speak volumes.
Contlnued on Page 3
Entered as second class matter March 1. 1921 In the
At this point, we would like to i
may not be so far off. There has been only
Post Office of Farmvllle. Virginia, under act of
hurl several dozen brickbats to!
March 8. 1B34
slight activity in Estonia and in Southeastgirls who so publicly display their
ern Pol land, and no reports have been re- affections in the Rotunda.
Whew! What a week!
Member
ceived from the Sevastopol area. The Rus-

Views on Spring Fever

THIS N' THAT

BUY IAAR BONDS

The I ihrary Problem Again

Gleanings

Folev's Home Bakery Substitutes
For Our S. T. C. Delicatessen

THE ROTUNDA

Associated Gdle&Kito Press

sian communique announced there have
been "no essential changes" on the entire
Dmnbuto'. of
eastern front. It is believed that the Reds
G>ll(*okileDi6osl
may be massing to launch an attack at the
By MARGIE HEWLETT
same time the Aliled invasion comes from
As this Sunday is the fifth SunJune Waring Kiel.i,i
Editor-in-Chief the west.
day In April, there will be a union
• • • •
Virginia Eubank Treakle
Managing Editor
Sunday school class meeting at
In a surprise movement directed person- the Presbyterian Church. The
Mary Sl.-rr.lt
Business Manager
ally by General MacArthur, the Allies land- Methodist girls will have charg<>
of the devotional There will be an
Margaret Sheffield
Nfws EdUor ed at Hollandia, Aitape, Humbolt Bay, and
IMtj D.II.I (ock
Feature Editor Tanahmeran Bay all in New Guinea. The outside speaker to teach the lesson.
l,,l,N
I "•
Sports Editor landing at Hollandia marked the first allied
The Wesley Foundation will
IV.IM. (im/ard
Social Editor
have a supper meeting this Suninvasion
of
The
Netherlands
East
Indies.
Dwathj liirlry
Advertising Manager
day night and will install the ofKulli Brooks
Circulation Manager The greatest number of troops ever used in ficers at the church service.
Tomorrow the upperclassmen
Mary Walton Kurkrr. Virginia T. Pulllen ...
any operation in the Southwest Pacific were
Typing Managers used in this attack, but they met little re- wil sign up for membership on Y
committees. We hope that they
sistance by the enemy. This movement cut will ull work to make the commitEditorial Assistants
Off the Japanese Eighteenth Army, and tees a success next year.
The Presbyterians have had
Mary I i.uikliii Woodward. Betty Lewis. Ruth Jones, showed that the Allies have more strength
their election of officers, and the
Betty Wo.uiuard. Sara Moling. Kathryn Hut. h in the Southwest Pacific.
council members have been apinson. M.iik.ii. c Walton. Betty Bibb. Sue
• * •
poitned.
lluu.ll, v. \nn Buck, Catherine Trower. Margie
I here will be an area meetinc
An optimistic report has been received of college students and advisers
Hewlett. UHa Holloway. Nell Holloway. Virfrom Kasi India in that the Japanese have from Virginia and North Carolina
ginia Kadoina. l.oui<u- Blane.
been stopped in the Imphal-Kohima area. on April 29 in Richmond. Four
student representatives and two
Business \ssistants
The present and future threat to the Dima- faculty adviser will represent 8.
Helen 4,'obbs, Margie Pierce, Lucille Lewis, Betty
pur lines of communication is said to be re- T. C. at that meeting.
Owr.ash. Emma Allen. Mary Stuart Buford.
The Episcopalian girls have Just
moved,
but the Indian papers do not feel
Ellen Moore. Dorothy Ov.rrash. Theresa llutt,
completed a series of discussions
N
sure
of
the
Allies"
position.
There
has
Sarah TaUalerro, Lynn Sprye, Margaret Bear,
on different phases of belief. Last
Martha Droste. Frances Lee. Rachel Bourne
been tierce fighting southwest of Imphal. Sunday Dr Jeffers concluded this
However, the Japanese have not been able series with a talk on "Sc.ence
W1:DNESDAY, APRIL 26, 1944
and Religion." They will hav<> a
to advance.
Continued on Page 3

H-S Brain Trust Triumphs
Again Over STC Quiz Queens
For the third consecutive year
•he Brain Trust from HampdenSydney withstood the barrage of
questions, fired by Mistress of Ceremonks Phyllis PDdlgo, to defeat
the quiz queens of S. T. C. In the
fourth annual Wit," Blitz last Wednesday night ta the tune of 332283.
The former flrlrl director of Red
Cross work i.i Northern Australia
started the ball rolling and the
questions flowing promptly at 8
and kept the audience and the
quizett.es on their toes for three
rounds of baffling queries about
everything from thf author of
"Lassie Corn* Home" to the velocity of light.
In the first round, questions
were asked to the team and the
members thereof volunteered to
answer. Quizette Marilyn Bell distinguished herself by claiming to
be Kate Smith—and missed the
question after all, and the brain
storms from the Hampden-Sydney Navy V-12 Unit took the lead
in score. All the members of both
teams showed their lack of logic—
or something-when none even
vntured to name the racket used
in LaCross. (Ed. note: it's a cross).
In the second round the individual members of the teams were
called up to display their long
suit, and were asked questions in
a category of their choice, with
categories Including History,—

'which stumped emi. Literature,
definitions i What's an "izzard"?),
music geography, Bible, and
sports, i which category was carefully shunned by both teams.)
But it was after the intermission, when the team let up and
had a coke and the audience was
r» li< vc(l with music, that the fun
began. The questions were asked
to the group as a whole and the
members of the team could confer
btfore answering. The boys caught
the spirit of the thing immediately and the huddle they formed before venturing a guess on the
answers could be equaled only in
a crap game--and we thought it
had degenerated to that when we
saw a coin being tossed about the
identity of Father Divine, The
iii Is. not being so limbered by obstacle courses, managed to get together enough to decide the relationship of Jack to Jane's mother if Jack's father was Jane's
brother, and to hit somewhere
close to the use of a hygrometer.
The one that took the most wind
was the OPA's definition of a minister, and the girls used all thrupowers of concentration to locate
the ozone layer.
It was in the third round that
the boys quickly replied that in
the eyes of the law an infant is
anyone under 21, to which the
quick witted quiz mistress retorted
Continued on Page 3
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Local Monosxam Club Bids, Initiates,
Lee. Orange, Watts to Membership
Longwood Cabin
Open To Students

^^^

^^^

Left
Lead
-imz ♦

Committee Heads
Named for May Day

S.T.C. Delegates
Attend Convention

Right Method Taught
In Life-Saving Class

Hetty Ellis'

On the Ball

Committee heads for May Day
are general chairman. Virginia
Mae Ellett; dance chairman. Ruth
Dugger: music chairman. Libby
Jordan; costume chairman. Dody
Jones and Margaret Lawrence;
staging and properties.
Mary
Moore McCorkle; transportation.
Patsy Connelly; business manager,
Mildred Corvin; assistant business manager. Catherine Trower.
Heading dance committees are
the Sandunga, Betty Ellis and
Lillian Goddin, Jarana. Gloria
Polard and Lucy Harvie. Jicara.
Ann Jones and Edith Lovins. aJrabe, Betty Ellis and Ann Jones,
Los Viejitos. Ruth Dugger. Indian,
Ruth Dugger, Court, Virginia Mae
Ellett and Ruth Dugger.
Those in charge of music for
the dances are Sandunga. Hilda
Bennett, Jarana. Hilda Bennett.
Jicara. Jeanne Button, Los Viejitos, Libby Jordan. Jarabe, Libby Jordan. Indian, Libby Jordan,
Court, Connie Ozlin. and Market
Scene, Emily Carper.
In charge of arranging for costumes are Sandunga. Martha Hite.
Mary Lee Pittard, Lucille Cheatham. Betty Cock. Jarana, Nannie
Webb, Larraine Raiford, E'ennor
Hall, Lois Sheppard. Jarabe. Alice
Leee Davis, Evelyn Stovell. Nell
Fleming. Mary Frances Moon. Elsie Thompson. Jicara, Virginia
Caviness, Margaret Parks, El'»
Pool. Indian, Pat Garth and Los
Viejitos. Gloria Pollard.
For staging and properties Aline
Boss. Susan Durrett. Alice Feitig,
Beanie Dudley. Mary Lou Dondley,
Pat Ames, Carolyn Beard and
Margaret Orange are on the committee.

Last week proved to be a won- needed to make the class team,
derful week for athletics, and it and although the field house is to
certainly was grand to walk past be open after supper soon for
the athletij field, and sec it well players, these games will not count
in us by Softball enthusiasts, the toward your eight practices. Evtennis courts by tennis fiends, and ery Tuesday, Wednesday, and
even badminton players running Thursday afternoons at 3:30 the
across the grass chasing the bird athletic field is taken up with only
i which, of course, you all know is softball players, so come on out
the ball used in badminton.) The and get those practices in. If you
sunshine was very bright, and ev- wait until the last minute, there Is
eryone seemed to be having a always a crowd doing the same
wonderful time just being out-of- thing. Be wise and get those practices in early, so that you can
doors.
help your teammates.
Cooperation
This is the week for cooperation Archery
Aiming for the bullseye is the
in the physical education department, because two of our teachers most important part of archery to
Miss Olive T. Her and Miss Emily the beginners, as they struggle
Kauzlarich have gone to New York along learning how to grip the
for a National Physical Education bow and shoot straight. Correct
Convention, and student teachers form Is very important in tins
are taking their places. It's rather spirt, and it isn't until you have
hard to go into someone else's mastered it. that you can thorclass, and try to teach. If you oughly enjoy shooting straight for
who are in these classes will do the target.
Although many people think
what you can to help the girls who
are teaching, there will be more that archery is just a minor sport,
peace in the gym. Remember, is requires just as much skill
that one day you might be ask- as learning to shoot a basket, or
ed to do the same thing, and you making a goal in hockey. Come on.
know perfectly well that will want you sports enthusiasts, get out
cooperation more than anything in and learn to hit the target, you
might make a bullseye the first
the world.
thing!
And while we are on the subject
Until next week, star in the
of cooperation, let's always re- game, and don't forget to come
member, that it is cooperation chat out to practices.
makes a team or a class a success.
This week there is to be a trial
tennis tournament on our campus
to make more interest in tennis.
Continued from Page 1
Those of you who are really interoffice
of the Foundation.
ested in tennis, get behind this
Connie
Ozlin of Chase City was
and make it good, so that when
the official tennis tournament is elected president of the Sunday
held later in the spring, there will School class. Jo Beatty of Ivanbe plenty of competition between hoe. N. C. was named chairman
the green and whites and red and of Spiritual Life; Martha East of
South Boston, Visitation; Mary
whites.
Preston Shefley. Marion, PubliciSoftball
The track of the ball as it hits ty; Joan Davis, Lynchburg. Soand Lucy Bowling, Farmville,
the bat, the flying feet of the cial;
Program.
Continued from Page 2
runner as she tries to make the
Sarah Byrd Williams, president
ments.
next base, and the stinging sensa- of the Y. W. C. A., was named exAnd boy! What comes out of tion of catching the ball with your
officio member of the council.
those four little doors! For the bare hand ,are just a few of the
bare necessity hne there are light things that make up softball
I Ins li .. family war. Pel
brown rolls, big. round Italian There seems to be a spirit of good
your WarBondbuying through
loaf-bread, French twists, and sportsmanship everywhere as the
the payroll savings plan on a
regular loaves. Along the luxury girls gather in the afternoon foi
family plan, which mrana figline i which is our favorite, but the practices. Everyone is given a
ure II out yourself.
definitely!! we gaze on the most chance to play any position »hey
tender, temptacious assortment might be particularly interested
of all. Our choice <if we can ever In. from pitcher to third baseman.J
make up our minds) is usually a Even those who have never played
nickels worth of doughntus, two before, are finding it lots of fun.
buns, and a chocolate pie. We hate and are out these playing like vetto leave those cream-filled dough- erans.
nuts, coconut, lemon, raisin, and
Eight practices are all that are
The Complete Drug Store
butetrscotch pies, with meringue
standing high and foamy, though
—they look so good.
MONTAGUE STATIONERY
Of course thye have their tiouWHITMAN'S
AND HOLLINGSbles with the rationing, as do we Visit our store for your supply of
WORTH
CANDIES
all. They alternate their goods and
records.—We have—
try to make sugar and shortening
VICTOR UNEXCELLED SODA SERVICE
go as far as posible. From around COLUMBIA
DECCA
five in the morning til six-thirty
PRESCRIPTIONS
at night there's some one there,
keeping the bakery fires burning.
A SPECIALTY
Mr. Foley dons his little white
cap i to keep the flour out of his
hair), white shirt, and apron.
Bobby wears a hat, too. but Mrs.
238 MAIN ST.
West Third Street
Foley doesn't. Anyway, they're all
there with a smile to try to suit
the fl.kle publi»*lvhims.
Yes, we>fr-tome again and again
to your^picy, homey shop, as long
as^jfiere is one nickel to spend,
ks, MS". Foley, for the delicatessen shop of S. T. C.I

Tally-Ho! How would you like
to be one of the lu1 ky fourteen to
ride an undecnrated Horsie into
the ring at Longwood on May the
20th and ride a be-ribboned
Champion out? Or even should
you miss the blue don't sneer at
the red. white, or yellow. Your
mopnt won't, should he be fortunate enough to be sporting a satiny
rosette behind one ear on his last
swift canter around the whitewashed rail! For the ribbons DO
Kii.su n, with newness and glory,
and from the blue down to the
white, there's no prettier sight
when they're all piled up together, luxurious in their gathered
lustre, awaiting the happy day
Patsy ('onnelley, Shirley Pierce of distribution.
and Helen Wilson.
Yes, sir . . . fourteen classes,
and a full afternoon's program.
Programs? Sure . . . bigger and
better than ever . . . and well on
their way to completion, too, as
the days go by. The advertisers
have been more than cooperative,
as has the business-branch committee, and we're proud of every
In New York this week to at- j ad that'll grace the mimeographed
tend the National Physical Edu- pages.
cation Convention are Miss Olive
Not too familiar is the back
T. Her, Patsy Connelly. Shirley
trail
to Longwood. but too. too
Pierce and Helen Wilson as representatives of Parmville. They will well-remembered is the work in
have the chance to learn the dif- the ring out there with the wind
ferent methods used in physical that sweeps across the golf-course
education all over the United ruffling Midnight's mane, and the
States, and will bring back many slight downward slant speeding up
new ideas for the department Flicka's already gallopin' gaits,
and the white fence just one more
here.
thing for Lindy to veer away from.
Miss Emily Kauzlarich also is in Refreshingly .vital become the evNew York this week, and as teach- eryday commands . . . "Watch
er of the different forms of danci. your hands . . . heels down . . .
will bring back from the north walk em up good on that bit . . .
many new ideas to be used l;i keep em walking up good . . . let's
teachig.
spread out a little . . . that's itf
Now EVERYBODY canter!!" This
The life-saving class in swimtime it means real work, and work
ming, taught by Shirley Pier c
with a taste of seriousness to It.
which meets on Monday, WednesContinued from Page 1
As the wind spurs them on around
day, and Thursday nights Is pro- tion. New dresses shipped for ap- the ring, it isn't hard to vistuaiize
fession. Such tactics is rpccc^
the crowds that were there last
strength, calmness, and quick proval or rejection . . . costumes Spring, surrounding that whitefor
Mardi
Gras
...
big
sister's
eveworking minds are being stressed
washed fence, and cheering the
by the instructor.
ning dress for the Big Occasion winners on. Eventful time of the
The correct method of giving . . . surprise packages of cologne year. Horse-show season. When
artificial respiration, which is imtheres a more exciting atmosphere
portant in most accidents involv- br candy ... customed wooden at any time, tell it to the Cavalry!
ing the water front, is one of the boxes containing souvenirs from
Space is a minimum obstruction
important things learned in life- Over There ... a box of station- when it comes to news of the trail
saving. Positions used in towing ery from a neglected admirer . . . and stables, but other circumstanthe victim to shore, ways of car- hard-to-get bobbie pins from a ces curb our would-be enthusiasm
ing for an excited drownlnp per- thoughtful aunt . . . .inevitable at passing it on to you who faithson, and other such details arc Army camp pillow slips . . . birth- fully follow our episodes in the
being mastered by those taking day gifts . . . practical jokes . . . column. We dislike being subtle
this course.
even engagement rings . . . they to the point of concealing things,
A senior life-saving course is all travel by some-class mail, and so we'll be forced to leave part
required of physical education ma- are more than welcomed by the of the excitement out. Or else rejors. They must have this MUraa mail hungry gals on this end of frain from using names and tales
before they can take the instruc- their line.
together.
tor's course which if offeree every
Yup, they're all there, folkss . . .
But still we deem it safe to state
other year. Knowing how to swim all those things and a thousand
is one of the most important more. There's no one privileged to —Helen Shaw is available at any
things in athletics today. It has know all of everything that goess time for special instructions on
been proved valuable in both work on under cover of the U. S. Postal How to Mount a Horse. And Margaret Lohr can be slateu any day
and play.
system, but one can find out a lot now for a talk on When Not to
. . . and without being an eaves- Feed Hogs. And Mary Wyatt .'an
dropper, too, if she'll just keep her write a series of articles for us on
eyes and ears open at mail time. the Whys and Wherefores of WinWatch those facial expressions nie .. . or. Seen from the Green
and lend a sympathetic ear to the of the Golf Course.
Continued from Page 2
offer of a story. Some day you
Away from the stables for a
"Right, Infant"—and she hit the may have to write a theme or a brief bit of gossip . . . Jacques and
poem,
or
even,
long
rest
your
soul,
nail on the head, too! What went
"Heavy" keep in regular touch
on in those huddles is not all for an article for a paper, on the va with Joyce; Jacques from the Air
publication, but according to the rletles and views of a mail-box Corps and Heavy from the Beac
mistress of ceremonies who tried . . . and believe you me. it's well and while we miss them muphly
to eavesdrop on each 'get togeth- to be informed!
around these parts, still we Vish
Good luck,
er" some rare remarks wer passd.
them both the best of luofc. and
Pegasus
When the judges decision was
we'll be seeing them in the saddle
read the boys graciously—and triagain when the War is over.
DELICIOUS
umphantly — received the cup
"Late Flashes", though . . .
which had been purchased to reSANDWICHES
Speaking in Richmond last Heavy was here this week-end . ,
place the one lost in the Chi Phi week, Drew Pearson, writer of a Jean Carter Jumped Cindy four
house at Hampden-Sydney after
well - known Washington column feet on Saturday . . . and head foi
reputedly being used as a tooth
the stables, gals, there's a new
stated that, "President Roosevelt
paste cup.
will not be a candidate for a horse in the stall!
We. of S. T. C, stand defeated. fourth term unless the Republican
Temptations of the trail are not The Convenient Store fur Faculty
But there's next year's quiz yet to party nominates a strong reac- half as much to think about a s
and Student Body
come—and already the girls are I lollist."
those glossy ribbons, though, so
Good
Things to eat and drink
pages deep in the Encyclopedia
don't frown when Joyce calls ring
Pearson
went
on
to
say
that
the
(High Street!
Britannica, so Death Valley, look
work or road work. Heave to and
out for next year's quiz queens. President is tired physically and start practicing, and fill out your
is bored with domestic problems entry blanks but soon!
in this country. "He wants to win
the war and write a permanent
peace and would cooperate with
anyone in the White House to
Pure Drugs
Continued from Page 2
accomplish this end." the columnPerfumes—Toilet Articles
ist said.
Latest styles in stationery
new series of programs on misQuality—Price—Service
Farmville. Virgilna
sionary work which will start next
Sunday.
The topic for the week at PrayCAREFUL MANAGEMENT
ers is "I Believe--A Symposium".
COURTEOU8 SERVICE
For the remainder of the week
Printed and Developed
girls will talk on the following
Interest paid on
25c Entire Roll
topics: "On This I Take Mv
Ravings Deposits
Stand", "Of This Much I Am
Certain . and "Toward This Goal'.

Prances Lee, Margaret Orange
and Mary Walker Watts were initiated last week in the Monograrr
Club. The girls receved their bids
last week, and were initiated immediately. With the installation
came in installation of the new
officers who have taken on the
work already from last years officers.
Pi Kappa Sigma sorority Is first
on the list of those schedules for
the Long wood cabin, and further
notices will be given as to who will
have the cabin this spring. At a
meeting after supper last WMh
with a representative from each
club in school, plans were made to
give those who came first a chance
at the cabin. Next year it will not
be as hard to get the cabin, because it will be open each week
throughout the school year Each
organization and even groups of
i.iils who get to/ether will hive
their chance to spend the night
in the Longwood cabin.
While Miss Olive T. Her, the
club's adviser, is in New York this
week, she is going to try to get
supplies for the cabin, as it lias
been very hard for the member;
to find things in Parmville. The
cabin is to be fitted ou' with ev< ivthing in two dozens, and a list
is to be kept posted in the cabin.
If anything should happen to an
article the organization in the cabin that week must replace it. In
this way the cabin can be kept
in splendid shape for all those
who use it.
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Church Groups

Bakery

Mail Time

Quiz Queens

Pearson Says FDR
Wants No 4th Term

College Shoppe

BUTCHER'S

Gray's Drug Store

The "Y"

Peoples National
Bank

Kodak Films

Southside Drug Store

Patronize

PATTERSONS

S. T. C. Students

Wilson's
Firestone Store

Patterson Drug Co.

AFTER EASTER
SALE

Spring Coals. Suit,s
Jackets and Skirts
LESS

20

from marked prices
SECOND FLOOR
and
BASEMENT
Elevator Serviw

DAVIDSON'S
77if- Hnust of Quality
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Spring Hats Resemble Circles
Cones, Trapezoids, Triangles

*
SENIOR
• Tri Sigma Sorority
• PERSONALITY • Celebrates Founding

•
Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority
celebrated the forty-sixth anniversary of its founding last Thursday with a banquet in the College
Tea Room. Guests included Miss
Gleaves. Mrs. Laing, Miss Camper,
and Dr. Jarman.
The new members of Gamma
Theta entertained the old members and Miss Stubbs. adviser at a
supper party Sunday night.

By ANN BKK

wiiiii r haped Ilka :i (rlai
a trapczoid. a parallelogram, a
.square, a rectangle, a circle or
;IIKI still DIM "• ninilric flgun'' You (guessed It, .Some ladies
call il a hat. most men don't know
nrhal to think
One of the questions most frequently asked is "What will women wear on their heads next' '
At the first breath of spring out
popped ■ vegetable garden of cai
rots and radishes, right on the
crown of a most attractice lady.
Then fruits such as luscious bananas and giapes were worn all on
a woman's head. Now you art Ob t
to find most any kind of flower
to suit your fancy mixed in with
the veil of a woman's derby. Portrayed this spring are gardenias
and violets. Also, you see any
birds nest existing in the foul
Bepcies Of Ufa, parked on the head
of a lady.
Aside from the various gardens.
Other styles are worn. From
Christmas to Easter the most predominant campus hat was the htllr blue and white rat cap. eBautlful, weren't they. Freshmen?
In April the favorite is usually
the peasant kerchief, first fashioned in this country about six
yean SCO. Also, in April a common hat is the sloppy gabardine
rain hat. so dearly loved by S. T.
C'ers. The month of May features
tlie various head bands. June will
portray the bridal veil of white
net. Some of the campus queens,
who are a little ahead of time
been seen in this fashion,
namely Fay Nimmo and Rachel
Bourne The next in line to fashion her white veil will be Shirley
skinner.
This summer many S. T. C'ers
and other college girls of Virginia
will be wearing big straw hats to

protect them fro mthe sun of the
hot fields and orchards.
There is supposed to be more In
the head than on it. Sometimes
this looks rather questionable.
doesn't it?

(in co de Mayo
Continued Irum Pake I
da—um" monotones Dugger, beating an accent with the drum. She
frowns. No STOP!—Can't you get
any rhythm? It's like this." And
■he demonstrates the apparently
simple step, but just you try it.
On the side lines, the next danIgh impatiently, lounging on
the cold, hard gym floor. Some
folks have peculiar ideas as to
what is the proper thing to dance
it. There Is an array of blue jeans,
plaid shirts, shorts, enormous,
baggy "Arrow specials" i men's
shirts, all you coy females without brothers i. bare feet, sandals,
saddles, huraches, and strange
enough, dresses, too.
Somebody screams "Give me a
fag. bag" while some frustrated
soul tries to study in the corner,
while still another group is in a
heavy jam session. This goes on
and on, step by step until one day
we wake up and find that it's all
over but the faded corsages, cimpliments, old costumes, and memories of a grand 'we hope" day!

KEEP ON

WITH

WAR BONDS

Rainy Week-Find in Big City
Provides Good Adventure Set
Yes. I was one of those people
who went home one of those rainy
week-end, One of those fortunate,
who even had an automobile ride.
I till you. it's a wonderful feeling
when you climb in a car and know
you re off for a nice long journey
to Norfolk.
And that's the way the weekend began for me. For many it
was a bus or train that carried
them to their destination of gay
hilarity. But bus, train, or car. th.
theme song was "Going Home."
I won't tell you just when we
arrived or exactly what happened
00 the way because those things
might come under the head of incidents rather than adventures
and this is a tale of adventure
pure and simple.
In all adventure stones the
reader must know the background.
The background, In this case wai
lam .Sunday morning I turned over once and heard it falling Several hours later I turned over
again, opened one aye, ud saw it
falling It fell, and fell, and fell.
Killing a Norfolk street car
looking fin an unknown mlili. .
is always an adventure. You stand
(no OM aw sits OB Norfolk street
behind the little curtain
which protects the lady driver
from tram whatl well, from the
likes of you, i reckon, Yon Idle
wonder where you're going and
where to gel ofl t ve often wondered should you gel off one block
before or one block past your
top' 'Th. street oar nevei ttopi
exactly where you want it to.i The
Question Is Should you get more
Mile fot your money or |Sl then
quk ki

an rasa you're worried we did
And tin right house with s maximum of wandering around In the
lam I
h v
raining on Moiul. \
morning tnd Tuesday morning
1
I took mj i ats along with me'.
lij next adventure was shopping.
It one had a football
one to run Interference something might be accomplished. As
■ ttlng in and out of elevators with the right bag and hat
phenomenal one ttfl
found when safely out of tl ■
thai I had acquired someone's two \. ar old glrl-chlld, barely able to stagger along on her
.hubby round legs. The mother
earns back frantleaity a few min-

Li Ling-Ai

Just Looking, Thanks
By EVELYN GRIZZAIil)
Richmond attracted the most
S. T. C'ers this week-end. Some
went to attend the Baptist Convention, some to visit friends or
relatives, and some to
shop.
Among these were Mary Walker
Williams. Marion Lotts. Naomi
Major Shipp, Lucilel Jones, Irma
Cummings, Marcheta Cunning
ham, Betty Adams. Pauline Barnes,
I yncll Bradshaw, Isabel Sampson. Beverly Bohon, and Eugenia
Dickinson. Also. Elizabeth Anne
Jordan, Martha Watson. Lillian
Goddin. Elizabeth Godwin, Kitty
East. Betty Johnson. Caroline
Huddle. Susan Durrett. Alice Pen
ig. Nell Scott. Mary Elizabeth
Fuqua, and Virginia Treakle. Also
Ella Pool, Ann Snyder. Eleanor
Correll. Alice Lee Davis. Evelyn
Hair. Jo Bailey. Ellen Bailey. Gertrude Moore, and Georgia Knight.
To the Athletic Convention In
New York City went Patsy Connelly, Shirley Pierce and Helen
Wilson. Nancy Lee Barrett attended the graduation exercises at the
United States Marine Academy in
Long Island. New York.
Visiting Rosa Lee and Lucille
Bell in Kenbridge were Dot Cummings, Isabel Ransome. and Elizabeth Driscoll. Also, visiting in
Kenbridge were Marion Orange.
Nancy Wilkerson. and Agnes
Stokes.
Attending college dances were
Olivia Jane Meade and Betty Ruth
Critz at the University in Charlottesvlle. Page Cook at Duke University in Durham. North Carolina, and Cecilia Arthur and Kitty
East at the University of Richmond. To Cumberland to visit
went Mary Elizabeth Orlaeerd,

Continued from Page 1
your own codes which you must
follow to achieve what you are
seeking. Am I going around in
circles? I hope not. You Virginians have very much the same
code we Chinese have— the old
tradition of being a gentleman
\
/
In China we say, Never assault
one's sense of delicacy."
MARY MOORE McCORKLE
She took out another cigarette
Do you have any typing to be and observed it thoughtfully.
done? Is there a discussion on
Western vices. We in China
world affairs to be led? Do you have the minor vices but we don't
have a "hard nut" to Brack* If have the major ones."
so. do as most people do and see
How did you manage to get
Mary Moore McCorkle, on whom
our senior spotlight this *eek rid of them?"
At this the sparkle broke out
aims.
Mary Moore could probably be into a merry laugh and we joined
called the "S. T. C. Speed Queen" heartily.
Why, it's all a matter of delibecause she can cover more territory in one day than most of us cacy. We live by the code."
can in a whole week. She is always
We pondered a little about askflitting off somewhere to see some ing Miss Li about her outside
body about something, and it's so interests. We couldnt figure out
typical of her—well, she would be when she'd have time to sandwich
lost without anything to do. Hor them in between acting, producing,
friends will always remember her writing, research, and so forth.
for that ever-ready, ever-cheery,
But it seems we were wrongfriendly smile and for the way she
I just love to cook—and I can
firmly but gently gives and takes
cook, all different kinds of food.
orders, then sees them through
If there's a job to be done quickly Chechoslovakian fod is particularand thoroughly the cry goes up. ly interesting. But Im just like a WHEN YOU FEEL . . .
I cant make biscuits. They
See Mary Moore!" She can take bride.
are bad.
IN THE DUMPS . . .
on the rough and dirty work Bl
Miss
Li
has
a
little
bit
of
Yaneasily as any—for example, she's
GET YOUR CLOTHES
chairman of the Property Com- kee English accent combined with
mittee for May Day. and was there all the charm and graciousness of
the cultivated woman anywhere.
ever such a job!
Mary Moore has the qualities of But her tomboyish instincts crop
deep and sincere leadership. She out, her vigorous energy and selfSt
is at all times cooperative and en- confidence, when she tells us about
her
love
for
flying.
tirely reliable.
"It is not tlie glamour of TyThe school records will showthat she is the first honor gradu- ing that appeals to me. These
ate of the class of '44. president fashly stunts are not the real
of Kappa Delta Pi, business man- heart of flying. Its so clean and
ager of the Virginian, and a mem- big. And so thorough. A good
ber of practically every honor so- flyer must be sure that everything
Fix Up Your Room With
ciety on the campus, but the rec- is taken care of. every exigency
ords give only the cold, bare facts provided for, before he takes off.
and we know Mary Moore as a
Included in Miss Li's experiwarm, vivacious friend to every ences are many appearances bestudent and faculty member at fore our service men at the large
this college.
camps and naval centers.
"They are such wonderful boys
When you give them something
artistic and fine they are so appreciative. I can feel the spiritual
atmosphere. They are seeking the I ariiiMlle s Most Popular Store
CHICAGO—(ACP) —"Motor un- truth even as we all are.
Suddenly it was time for her to
fitness" among American young
men is at an appalling proportion. leave—but before she left we askDr. Thomas K. Cureton, of Ur- ed about the Japanese—Why arc
bana, 111., declares in an article in they like they are?
"People who have a solid founthe Journal of the American Medical association.
dation can afford to laugh and be
"Motor unfitness," Dr. Cureton carefree at times—people like you:
explained, means the capacity to! but the Japanese living on an
run, jump, dodge, fall, climb,' island which may erupt any minswim, ride, lift and carry loads ute have no security, have never
and to endure long hours of con- had any firm foundation, so must
tinuous work.
be grimly serious to hide their
"Large numbers of young men flimsy foundations."
are entering adult life uncondiThen she was off with a swish
tioned and unmotivated to main- of the start hed braid that crowns
tain physical fitness," Dr, Cureton her tiny head.
concluded from a study of 2.628
young men who entered the Uni- ing work for the body."
versity of Illinois last September.
He reported 79 per cent of Illi"This trend may contribute nois freshmen could not lift their
greatly to high accident rates, legs from the floor 20 times while
rapid loss of health after the age .ving on the back and then do 20
of 30 and widespread chronic si tups in succession.
i W because of the lack of
Some 78.8 per cent could not
preventive hygiene and condition- not jog a mile in seven minutes.

Cleaned and
Freshened

utes later and gave me such an
accusing look I shall never steal a
child again. I could go on. but I
must leave room to relate In detail the last adventure—the one in
which the honor and integrity of
S. T. C. was threatened, the one
in which the cutest man played a
prominent role. This was the ride
home via Norfolk and Western
R. R.
1 left home with one suitcase,
one large box, one bag and two
Spanish books < never did use
them) tucked under my arm. I've
gotten to be a champion buscatcher so after waiting for each
bus at least fifteen minutes I managed to get to the station on
time.
This was a sleepy train. Before
we were well started peopje were
stretching out, turning off lights,
and wondering where the pi'lows
were.
Do you know Billy Dillon? Well,
Billy's the porter on the 10:00
o'clock special and if you've never
heard him call stations you haven't realty lived. He stands at one
md of the car and in a slow. Pinatrish voice tells you, "Tills is the
Wtat bound section of the N. and
W. and making connections with
Atlantic Coast Line. Southern
Railway in Petersburg for Washington . . . and points west .
riam arrives Suffolk 10:25 p. m.
. . Farmville 1:55 a.m.... Cincinnati ..."
This is really a complete adventure slory beoaui We have a villain as well as a hero. This vil.ain was the conductor who refused 8. T. C. girls access to the cool One 35 SjSjesssSjSJBSj bus and station
coach tplenty of room) and crave
i k to one of those fomiraot wagons and taxies. For special
ed antiques. which smelled like
Pill His very weak argument that
wt wouldn't get off at Farmvi'le trips and chartered service.
unless we were together was obviously a slur on Farmville Intelligence it seemed they had done
a delouslng Job recently. So there
we rode m Isolated squalor—until
Phone 78
tWQ young bearded Merchant Ma
line officers came back to cheer
us up We acquired from one of
bearded sheiks, a mustached youngster, an Italian coin
which will be among our proudost
possession
MILL WORK
And we acquired, too. the only
taxi at the station when the train
BUILDING MATERIALS
arrived at Farmville- 1:55 .i in

DE LUXE
CLEANERS

What-nots 10c & 29c
Magazine Racks 59c
ROSE'S
5-10-25c Stores

Some American Men
Unfit, Says Cureton

Continental Bus Line

Farmville Mfg. Co.

'Evelyn Grizzard, Anna Lee Blan' ton, and Fredrika Hubar.
To witness weddings in the family went Margaret Simmons to Sebrell. and Faith Weeks to Emporia.
Caroline Marshall week-ended
in Baltimore. Maryland: Peggy
link in Washington, D. C. and
Vivian Qwalthney in Raleigh, N

c.

Sara Lea East and Jo Shaffner
visited Mary Ann Jarratt in Jarrat t. and Kitty Maddox visited
Dottle and Betty Overcast] a<
Hanipden-Sydn. \
We welconx d hack for Cotillion
dance such old girls as Pagi.' Lranei-. Ella Marsh Pilkinton. Jane
Johnson, Jane Bently, Jeanne Ml
Chreita, and Frances Parh.mi

A. K. (,.
Cunlinurd from Puoe I
I'eih
ontacted Hed Cross heatl
quarters in Washington and ret■> iv< d official permission to wear
her recognition ptt on her uniform
at all times. Tins i., the first time
an exception has been made to
the rule that nothing but official
insignia may be worn on the Red
Cross uniform.
FOR THE BEST SODAS
AND FOUNTAIN SERVK I
VISIT

CHAPPELUfl
FRESH FLOWERS FOR
EVERY OCCASION

COLLINS FLORIST
For Your
MOTHER'S DAY GIFTS
—visit-

Martin the Jeweler
J. J. NEWBERRY CO.
Farmville's Newest and Finrct
5-10-25c Store
A Large Selection of
for

Cards and (iifts
Mother's Day

MEET ME
—At—

SHANNON'S
Bring Your Clothes
For Prompt Service
to

rius
TAI

K lean well Cleaners
Opposite PoRtofflce
See Betty Bridjeforth
Our Representative

Th* people who malt* il put o special "clinging ogeni;'
Chrystollyne, in the poliih to mole it hold well lo the fingit
noil, and thus resist chipping longer. Try Dura-Gloss today.
IOM LABORATORIES • PATERSON, NEW JERSEY e FOUNDED BY e. T. REYNOLDS

